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Abstract 

The article is devoted to one of the actual problems of the solfeggio teaching methodology – the 

development of timbre-dynamic hearing in musicians. This direction in the educational process is necessary 

so that the student can freely differentiate the timbre, use the acquired knowledge in practical musical 

activity. As known, the timbre is directly connected with the search for individualized fine decisions in the 

field of sounding, creating an exquisite color, which act as one of the most important and powerful 

expressive means. It is the timbre-dynamic rumor that manages the creation of various arrangements, 

manages the creative efforts of musicians in the ensemble performance, the performance of claviers, 

orchestral scores, encourages modern composers to modernize the sound, amplifying the expression, 

exacerbating the perception of listeners. 

The problems of timbre-dynamic hearing development have been little studied. Therefore, the article 

suggests some specific techniques that can enrich the pedagogical arsenal of a young teacher and 

researcher, help musicians and amateurs in the development and self-development of this most important 

quality of understanding music and progressing in ability of sense the music. All this will contribute to the 

activation of creative perception of music, the processes of its creation, reproduction, musicological 

analysis. 
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For many years there was an accurate system of teaching solfeggio with the methods, 

training materials.  It passes from father to son, often, quite mechanically. Teachers, being based 

only on former experience, sometimes don't ask a question: what is necessary for the student 

musician from solfeggio now how to diversify this subject, and, above all that it is necessary to 

make that the modern student has received practical benefits of knowledge of solfeggio for the 

professional activity? 

In my opinion, one of the most interesting and current problem in a class of solfeggio is 

development of multipurpose ear for music with priority attention to his such look as timbre 

hearing or, on modern terminology, tembro-dynamic (L. Barenboim, G. Tsypin, D. Kirnarskaya, 

M. Karasеva, L. Maslenkova, etc.). Why this type of hearing? 

First, modern performers, seeking for increase in art impact of the academic art on listeners, 

integrate the scale of treatments, especially impressively transferring a form of works. But in 

parallel there is other process – search of the individualized thin decisions in the field of sounding, 

a timbre, creation of refined sound color. It increases the interest of listeners, their acoustical 

activity even more. Thus, varying tembro-dynamic coloring of musical fabric, seeking for 

enrichment of sound color, the performer addresses one of the major and strong means of 

expression. 

Secondly, as we know, concert and solo career – a way for the few identity. Generally 

performers work in on-stage performance groups of various instrumental structure, and, not only 

academic, but also jazz, variety, are engaged in pedagogical activity. The musician will need to try 

to obtain sound balance, to understand difficulties of execution on other instruments, features of 

means of expression, as a result to be able to create a colourful and harmonious sound picture in 

joint search. Besides, each musician can become the arranger, the composer, the DJ, or the head of 

some vocal or vocal and instrumental group. Knowledge about specifics of instruments, their 


